When it comes to

thinK quality and quantity ARE IMPORTANT

Water,

highly or extremely important to have water for

FLORIDIANS:

83%

freshwater
cities
agriculture
commerce
landscapes
recreation
golf courses

think water
is highly or extremely
important, behind only
the economy & health care.
100%

aren’t aware of the current issues

Water wars
VS.

Then

didn’t know florida officials
sued georgia for using
too much water .
45% think the lawsuit
is a good idea.
7% think the lawsuit
is a bad idea.
48% aren’t sure.

40%

20%

0%

thinK quality is getting worse

Apalachicola bay produced
90% of florida’s oysters.

don’t know the reasons
behind the collapse.

now

46%

believe rivers
are getting worse.

PIE Center faculty and staff conduct four public opinion surveys each year that focus
on issues of key significance to Florida’s agriculture and natural resources: water
quality and quantity, immigration reform, endangered species and food production
practices. The results from each survey are demographically representative of the
state according to 2010 Census data.

43%

believe oceans
are getting worse.

are willing to conserve

didn’t know oyster production
has drastically decreased.

limited freshwater in the bay
spurred a near-collapse in 2012.

85%

44%

believe lakes
are getting worse.

by turning off the water
when brushing teeth — 72%
by owning water-efficient
toilets — 58%

by installing low-flow
Showerheads — 54%

by using the washing machine
only when it’s full — 90%

by not watering the lawn
as much — 54%

are willing to conserve — to a point
47% won’t use a timer to help take short showers.

piecenter.com/water

60%

apalachicola
oyster collapse

69%
74%

80%

27% usually shower for longer than 5 minutes.

81% 42%
Would reduce how much
they water their lawn.

WOULD limit WATERING the lawn
IF IT MEANt the GRASS Would DIE.

69%

Are willing to spend
10% more on water bills
to protect future water supply.

7%

Are willing to spend
50% more on water bills
to protect future water supply.

